ABSTRACT Pneumatic muscle actuators (PMAs) have been attracting attention in recent years due to characteristics of natural compliance, high power output, lightweight, and low cost. Various apparatus and robots are developed by adopting PMAs and kinds of advanced controlling strategies are proposed to improve achieving accuracy. However, many of the proposed models and strategies are very complex and not suitable for the actual application. In this paper, we devise a single PMA driven setup and build up empirical quartic polynomial models of the apparatus by fitting sampled pressure-displacement data. The novel models are compact and easily computable. An improved PID algorithm by employing the phenomenological models as feed-forward is devised to improve the dynamical response of the setup. The experiments are performed to assess the proposed controller in improving the position accuracy of the apparatus.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compliance of robots is becoming a key indicator in many applications such as rehabilitation, medical treatment and electronic assembly. To realize compliance of robots, many methods have been proposed, such as spring transmission, flexible actuators and soft wearable protection. As one of the most attractive compliant actuators, pneumatic muscle actuators (PMAs) have been developed in 1950s and widely used in various applications [1] - [9] . Andrikopoulos and Nikolakopoulos utilized PMAs to design a 2 DOFs human ankle and mimicked motion characteristics of dorsiflexion/ plantar flexion and inversion/eversion [1] . Saga et al. incorporated the pneumatic artificial muscles into a robot arm by consideration of the characteristics of light weight, high output and flexibility [2] . Chang constructed a 2-DOF rehabilitation robot using PMAs due to the highest power/weight ratio and power/volume ratio [3] . Wang et al. proposed a PMAs driven robot in an attempt to better mimic the point-topoint movement of human arm [4] . Tsagarakis et al. designed The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sabah Mohammed. a light weight comfortable high power seven degree of freedoms force feedback exoskeleton because of PMAs' features of lightweight, low cost, flexible, portable, comfortable and inherently safe input/feedback/control operation [5] . He et al. designed a pneumatic muscle driven therapeutic device [6] . This low-cost and safe apparatus owned four DOFs at shoulder, elbow and wrist, and provided assisted forces to move the arm during performance of several critical tasks of daily living. Chen et al. proposed a ten DOFs exoskeleton rehabilitation robot whose six DOFs shoulder actuation mechanism were realized by pneumatic muscles [7] . Caldwell et al. explored a bipedal robot using PMAs to realize a low mass, fast response and simple construction [8] . Tondu et al. presented a seven DOFs anthropomorphic robot-arm entirely actuated by antagonistic PMA pairs and controlling the robot in wireless mode [9] .
Although PMAS have been used in various apparatus, high nonlinearities caused by inherent structure and fluid dynamics bring great challenges in precisely position and force controlling. To handle the thesis, many researchers have proposed various advanced controlling strategies [10] - [34] . Ahn et al. presented a robotic arm driven by a pair of antagonistic pneumatic muscles and devised a switching algorithm of the control parameter using a learning vector quantization neural network to overcome the deterioration of performance of transient response due to the changes in the external load [10] . Zhu et al. analyzed the uncertainties of a three-pneumatic-muscles-driven parallel manipulator and presented a discontinuous projection-based adaptive robust control strategy to overcome parametric uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities [11] . Results of posture tracking demonstrated the satisfied effectiveness of the advanced strategy. Alinia et al. presented a feedback linearization control and model reference adaptive control strategy for a three DOFs parallel manipulator driven by pneumatic muscles, and performances of the novel controller were satisfied [12] . Xie et al. designed a new wearable ankle rehabilitation robot actuated by PMAs in a parallel configuration, and devised a fuzzy feedforward controller to accurately achieve trajectory tracking [13] . Aschemann and Schindele designed a cascade sliding-mode control scheme for a linear motion setup driven by an antagonistic pair of PMAs arranged at both sides [14] . Both volume characteristic and the force characteristic of the pneumatic muscles were approximated by polynomial equations. Chang and Lilly studied a fuzzy 'P + ID' controller for an actual pneumatic muscle system and tuned controller parameters via an evolutionary algorithm [15] . Xingwei et al. devised a cable-driven parallel platform using a pneumatic muscle active support and established a sliding mode controller for trajectory tracking by taking dynamics of PMA and the platform [16] . A planar elbow mechanism was actuated by two PMAs arranged in an antagonist mode, and a sliding mode strategy was employed to realize elbow angle tracking despite of model error existence of the setup [17] . Zhang et al. designed a rotary mechanism for a wearable elbow exoskeleton, analyzed the physical structure via two models, and proposed a hybrid fuzzy controller composed of bang-bang algorithm and fuzzy strategy [18] . Zhang et al.
developed a simplified three-element model of PMA, and designed an active model-based control strategy to improve its tracking performances [24] . Through the above overview, many models and different advanced control strategies have been presented. However, many of the proposed models are too complex for some certain applications.
This paper constructs a PMA driven setup and proposes a group of experimentally phenomenological models depicting pressure-displacement relationship of the apparatus. Different from existed complex models, the built up models in our research are simple and easily calculated in actual application. Then a feed-forward compensated PID scheme is devised based on the established models. Experiments are performed via predesigned program to validate the novel models and control scheme. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the PMA driven experimental setup and establishes the dynamical model of the apparatus. Section 3 proposes the improved PID control scheme via the phenomenological models, and experiments are conducted to assess the effectiveness of the fitted models and control algorithm.
II. DYNAMICS OF THE PMA DRIVEN SYSTEM A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The purpose of building up the experimental platform is to establish the dynamic model of PMA driven system and study a compact well-behaved position controller. The PMA driven set-up with single degree of freedom is presented in Figure 1 . A commercial pneumatic muscle actuator made by FESTO is adopted as the actuator. The description of the muscle is DMSP-20-180N-RMCM, where 20 represents that inner diameter of the muscle is 20 mm, 180N indicated the nominal length is 180 mm, RMCM is the configuration of muscle connectors. Maximum theoretical contractile ratio of this type pneumatic muscle can reach 25% of the initial length whilst VOLUME 7, 2019 peak contractile force is up to 1500 N. A load of 4.25 kg is fixed to the free end of PMA. Air compressor supplies gas through pipe. The amount and speed of air flowing into pneumatic muscle is regulated by valve. In this setup, the description of valve is SMC ITV1050-212N, whose output pressure range is [0.005,0.9] MPa and output voltage range is [0,5] V. Position sensor is draw-wire type and used to measure realtime displacement of PMA. Type of USB3102A from ART Technology is employed to control valve and sample position information of PMA. As the human-computer interaction of the entire system, the computer can output arbitrary wave forms, record data, draw coordinate diagrams, and approximate the dynamics model of PMA system.
B. DYNAMICAL MODEL OF THE PMA DRIVEN SETUP
The purpose of this research is to study the position controlling algorithm of the setup. Thus, relationship between displacements of the setup and pressures inside PMA should be carefully investigated. Considering that the PMA driven setup is a high nonlinear and time-varying system, and it is difficult to establish the dynamic model by analytical method, a phenomenological model based on experimental data is employed to approximate its complex dynamics.
It is well known fact that strong hysteresis characteristics exist in the PMA. Consequently, the process of obtaining experimental data must be divided into inflated stage and deflated stage. The operation in inflate stage can be described as follows. First of all, the draw-wire position sensor should be kept at a stretched state by some tension in the initial stage.
Thus, pre-pressurized operation is performed to the PMA. Sample the displacement information of PMA and pressure command from AD/DA card when the setup is steady in the initial state. Change the commands to the valve according to some pre-set data. In this test, signals in half wave sinusoidal form are adopted as input to test the inflated dynamic responses of PMA. Select some special instants and record corresponding command and position. Repeat the test five times and the average value of sampled data during the inflated process is listed in Table 2 . Perform the deflated experiments in the similar way, and sample the data listed in Table 3 .
Plot the data in Table 2 in Matlab Software (shown in Figure 2 ) and observe the shape created by the data. A phenomenological model depicting the inflated phase of PMA should be compact and easily adopted in controlling algorithm. Thus, a polynomial fitted model is selected in this paper. Several order polynomial model is employed to fitting the inflated characteristics of PMA driven setup and is listed in Table 4 . Observing the five models in Table 4 , we find that the judgment index 'SSE' changes gently from the fourth model to the fifth model, which means capture accuracy of the two models are close to each other. Consideration of model accuracy and computation simplification as a whole, the fourth-order polynomial model is employed to capture the inflated dynamic behaviors of the setup, i.e., the pressuredisplacement inflated dynamics of the PMA driven setup is as follows. Similarly, plot the data in Table 3 in Matlab Software (shown in Figure 3) . List several models in Table 5 and compare them. To keep consistent in inflated model and 
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION A. CONTROLLING ALGORITHM BASED ON PHENOMENOLOGICAL DYNAMICS OF THE SETUP
PID is the most widely used controller in industrial applications due to its simplification and robust capacity, but owns some weaknesses in handling time-varying nonlinearities. Thus, this research designs an improved PID algorithm by consideration of PMA dynamics. The dynamics of the PMA driven setup is employed as a feed-forward compensation to the classical PID controller. By compensating the input of PMA system, the tracking ability of the system can be improved, and the error can be reduced or eliminated. The proposed improved PID controller is shown in Figure 4 . + dp + e
The calculation of the compensated pressure value p(k) is listed in Eq. (4), as shown at the bottom of this page. respectively. Obviously, response errors at start position of feed-forward compensated controller are smaller than errors of the standard controller. Tracking performances of the setup actuated by triangular wave excitation with frequency of 0.2 Hz and amplitude of 10 mm are plotted in Figure 7 . Controlling errors of classic PID controller and the improved PID algorithm are presented in Figure 8 . The tracking error of the feedforward compensated PID controller at the first peak point is −0.9871 mm while the error of classic PID algorithm at the same instant is −1.264 mm. Similarly, performances of modified controller at other peak points is superior to those of standard PID algorithm. The comparison between two tracking error curves indicates that the improved PID algorithm owns better capacity in handling the nonlinearities of the PMA driven apparatus. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, a group of phenomenological models depicting relationship of pressure and position of a pneumatic muscle actuator driven setup are established by sampled information during inflated and deflated process. The built up models are in quartic polynomial form and own characteristics of compact and easy computation. Inverse solutions of the experimental models are calculated and used in an improved PID strategy. The model based feed-forward PID controller is carefully designed to handle nonlinearities of PMA and uncertainties of the setup. Experimental performances of the apparatus under triangular wave excitation indicate the effectiveness of the proposed controlling algorithm. The technique in this paper will be adopted in controlling a ankle rehabilitation robot driven by PMAs in the future research. CHUN ZHAO received the bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from Hohai University, where he is currently pursuing the master's degree with the College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. His research interest includes special robotics control theory. VOLUME 7, 2019 
